Adapting Autonomous Behavior Based on an Estimate of an Operator’s Trust
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Abstract
Robots can be added to human teams to provide improved capabilities or to perform tasks that humans are unsuited for. However, in order to get the full benefit of the robots the human teammates must use the robots in the appropriate situations. If the humans do not trust the robots, they may underutilize them or disuse them which could result in a failure to achieve team goals. We present a robot that is able to estimate its trustworthiness and adapt its behavior accordingly. This technique helps the robot remain trustworthy even when changes in context, task or teammates are possible.

1 Introduction
The addition of robots to human teams can be advantageous if the robots provide sensory capabilities that the humans do not have or can perform tasks the humans are unable to. In a military or search and rescue domain, a robot might have a built-in suite of sensors for detecting hazards in the environment or be able to perform tasks that would be too dangerous for a human to attempt. The success of a human-robot team, and the safety of the team members, will likely be dependant on how well the robots are used to achieve team goals. However, in order for the human teammates to use a robot they must trust it.

In a human-robot team, a robot will have certain responsibilities and may be assigned tasks by human teammates. An autonomous or semi-autonomous robot will have direct control over how a task is performed (e.g., the path it uses when moving, how it navigates around obstacles). If the way the robot performs a task is different from how the human teammates would like the task to be performed, the humans may interpret this as poor performance and lose trust in the robot. Lost trust can result in reduced use (e.g., only using the robot for simple tasks), disuse (e.g., the humans perform all of the tasks), or excessive monitoring of the robot’s performance.

Ideally, a robot would be designed in such a way that it engenders trust with humans. However, this might be impractical if the way the teammates measure trust is time-dependent, task-dependent, or user-dependent (Desai et al. 2013). For example, one teammate might prefer the robot move between two locations quickly whereas another might prefer the robot move without bumping into any objects. The preferences of the first teammate might change if the robot was transporting delicate cargo whereas the preferences of the second teammate might change in an emergency situation. Without having knowledge about all potential teammates, all possible tasks, and every context under which those tasks will be performed, it would not be possible to program a robot to be trustworthy in every situation.

Our work looks at how a robot can estimate its trustworthiness and adapt its behavior accordingly. Using such an approach, the robot can continuously monitor its trustworthiness and respond to changing contexts, tasks and teammates. In some situations, to behave in a more trustworthy manner the robot might slightly refine its behavior whereas in other situations it might drastically change its behavior. In the remainder of this paper we will describe how the robot can measure a teammate’s trust and adapt to it, and also provide directions for this work.

2 Inverse Trust and Behavior Adaptation
Traditional trust metrics measure how much trust an agent should have in another agent and generally use information from past interactions (Sabater and Sierra 2005). Instead, we are looking at an inverse trust metric where an agent (the robot) estimates how much trust another agent has in it. One option would be to get direct feedback from the agent about the trustworthiness of the robot (Kaniarasu et al. 2013; Muir 1987). However, this might not be possible in time-critical situations or where there will be a significant delay between opportunities for receiving feedback from teammates.

In our approach, the robot infers a teammate’s trust based on the assumption that trust is related to the robot’s performance. Although many factors have been found to influ-
ence human-robot trust, the robot’s performance has been found to be the strongest indicator (Hancock et al. 2011; Carlson et al. 2014). The robot receives commands from a single teammate, called the operator, and performs autonomous behavior to complete the assigned task. If the robot completes the assigned task it assumes the operator’s trust is increasing, whereas it assumes the operator’s trust is decreasing if it fails to complete the task or is interrupted by the operator.

If the trust decreases past a threshold, called the untrustworthy threshold, the robot modifies its behavior in an attempt to perform a more trustworthy behavior. The robot’s behavior $B$ has $n$ modifiable components and the currently selected values for each of the modifiable components $(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n)$ characterize how the robot will behave ($B = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n)$). These modifiable components could include the algorithms being used (e.g., switching between two path planning algorithms), the parameter values the robot uses, or the data that is used (e.g., using a different map of the environment). The adaptation, which changes the robot’s behavior from $B$ to $B'$, can involve searching through possible behaviors (Floyd, Drinkwater, and Aha 2014a) or using trustworthy behaviors from previous adaptations (Floyd, Drinkwater, and Aha 2014b).

3 Discussion

Our work has focused on an approach for inverse trust estimation and behavior adaptation that does not rely on an explicit model of the operator’s preferences and requires minimal interaction with the operator. This reduces the background knowledge required by the robot but is restrictive since it limits the amount of information that can be used in the inverse trust estimation and relies on less efficient behavior search techniques. We plan to allow the robot to use additional information, if it is available, to improve its behavior adaptation. This could include feedback from the operator, dialog between the robot and the operator, or background knowledge about the team objectives.

We have examined situations of undertrust, where the robot should increase the operator’s trust, but we have not examined overttrust, where the operator trusts the robot even when it is performing poorly. In these situations the robot should identify when it is behaving poorly and notify the operator. This provides a level of transparency between the robot and the operator, and allows the human teammates to have a better understanding of the capabilities of the robot.

Additionally, we would like to examine having the robot reason about its goals, the goals of the operator, and the goals of the team. By examining how these goals align, the robot can verify it is working towards the correct goals and identify when sudden goal changes occur (e.g., an emergency situation causes the team to abandon their current goal and evacuate the area). Goal reasoning would also allow the robot to build trust models for each goal so that it can quickly switch to goal-specific trustworthy behaviors.
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